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areas of aerospace and military. Due to some of its characteristics such as openness, mobility, dynamic topology and
protocol weaknesses, MANETs are prone to be unstable and
vulnerable. Consequently, their security issues become more
urgent requirements and it is more difficult to design and
implement security solutions for MANETs than for wired
networks. Many security schemes from different aspects of
MANETs have been proposed, such as secure routing protocols [31, [41, [51, [6], [7] and secure key management solutions@], [9], [IO], [I 11, [U]. However, most ofthemassume
centralized units or trusted third-parties to issue digital certificates, which actually destroy the self-organization nature of
MANETs. And by requiring nodes to request and verify digital signatures all the time, these solutions often bring huge
computation overheads. Our solution is, on the other hand,
a secure routing protocol which employs the idea of a trust
model so that it can avoid introducing large overheads and
influencing the self-organization nature of MANETs.

Abstract-Security issues have been emphasized when mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) are employed into military
and aerospace fields. In this paper, we design a novel secure routing protocol for MANETs. This protocol TAODV
(Trusted AODV) extends the widely used AODV (Ad hoc Ondemand Distance Vector) routing protocol and employs the
idea of a trust model to protect routing behaviors in the network layer of MANETs. In the TAODV, trust among nodes is
represented by opinion, which is an itemderived from subjective logic. The opinions are dynamic and updated frequently
as our protocol specification: If one node performs normal
communications, its opinion from other nodes’ points of view
can be increased; otherwise, if one node performs some malicious behaviors, it will be ultimately denied by the whole network. A trust recommendation mechanism is also designed
to exchange trust information among nodes. The salient feature of TAODV is that using trust relationships among nodes,
there is no need for a node to request and verify certificates
all the time. This greatly reduces the computation overheads.
Meanwhile, with neighbors’ trust recommendations, a node
can make objective judgement about another node’s trustworthiness to maintain the whole system at a certain security
level.

In this paper, we apply the trust model into the security solutions of MANETs. Our trust model is derived and modified from subjective logic [13], [14], 1151, which qualitatively defines the representation, calculation, and combination of trust. Trust models have found security applications
in e-commerce, peer-to-peer networks, and some other distributedsysterns [16] [171[181[19][20]. In recent years, some
research work is conducted to apply trust models into the security solutionsof MANETs [21][22]. However, there are no
concrete and applicable designs proposed for the security of
routing protocols in MANETs, to the hest of our knowledge.
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We design our secure routing protocol based on Ad hoc On-

1 . INTRODUCTION
A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) [1][2] is a kind of wireless network without centralized administration or fixed network infrastructure, in which nodes perform routing discovery and routing maintenance in a self-organized way. Nowadays MANET enables many promising applications in the
~~
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demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocol [23]. The
new protocol, called TAODV (Trusted AODV), has several
salient features: (1) Nodes perform trusted routing behaviors
mainly according to the trust relationships among them; (2)
A node who performs malicious behaviors will eventually be
detected and denied to the whole network; (3) System performance is improved by avoiding requesting and verifying
certificates at every routing step. The idea of the trust model
can also be applied into other routing protocols of MANETs,
such as DSR [24], DSDV [25] and so on.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. Some
background overviews about subjective logic and AODV
routing protocol are introduced in Section 2. In Section 3 ,
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we present the system framework and network assumptions
for the TAODV protocol. Our trust model are described in
Section 4. We illustrate our TAODV protocol details including routing discovery and maintenance procedures as well as
trust recommendation and updating algorithms in Section 5.
Performance and security analyses are presented in Section 6.
Finally we conclude the paper in Section 7.

2. BACKGROUND
Subjective b g i c
Subjective logic is a kind of trust model which was proposed
by A. Josang[13],[14],[15]. 1tis"alogicwhichoperateson
subjective beliefs about the world, and uses the term opinion
to denote the representation of a subjective belief' [13]. The
trust between two entities is then represented by opinion. An
opinion can be interpreted as a probability measure containing secondary uncertainty.

In MANET, nodes move with high mobility and may experience long distance in space among each other. A node
may he uncertain about another node's trustworthiness because it does not collect enough evidence. This uncertainty
is a common phenomenon, therefore we need a model to represent such uncertainty accordingly. Traditional probability
model, which is also used in some trust models, cannot express uncertainty. While in subjective logic, an opinion consists of belief, disbelief and also uncertainty,which gracefully
meets our demands. Subjective logic also provides a mapping method to transform trust representationbetween the evidence space and the opinion space.

Our trust model used in TAODV is then derived and modified from the subjective logic and is more applicable for the
instance of MANET. In the subjective logic, an opinion includes four elements. The fourth one is relative atomicity
which can he used in combination operations of the opinion.
We omit this last parameter in order to simplify our implementation and make our trust representation more meaningful. In addition, we substantiate the definition of the opinion
by changing opinions about the 'TRUE' or 'FALSE' state of
a proposition to opinions about a real node entity's bustwarthiness. The evidences we use in our trust model are collected through the successful or failed state when nodes perform routing actions or communications with other nodes.
Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector Routing Pmtocol
Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector (AODV) routing protocol [23] is one of the most popular routing protocols for
MANETs. On-demand is a major characteristic of AODV,
which means that a node only performs routing behaviors
when it wants to discover or check route paths towards other
nodes. This will greatly increase the efficiency of routing pmcesses. Routing discovery and routing maintenance are two
basic operations in AODV protocol.
Routing discovery happens when a node wants to communi-

cate with a destination while it obtain no proper route entry
for that destination. In this situation, this source node (originator) will broadcast an RREQ (Routing REQuest) message
to all its neighbors. Each neighbor who receives this RREQ
will check in its own routing table if it contains the route entry
for that destination. If not, it will set up a reverse path towards
the originator of RREQ and rebroadcast this routing request.
Any node which receives this RREQ will generate a RREP
(Routing REPly) message if it either has a fresh enough route
to satisfy the request or is itself the destination. Then this
intermediate or destination node will generate an RREP message and unicast it to the next hop toward the originator of
the RREQ, as indicated by the routing entry for that originator. When a node receives an RREP message, it first updates
some fields of the routing table and the routing reply, and then
forwards it to the next hop towards the originator. In this way,
this RREF' will ultimately reach the source node and a bidirectional route path will be established between the source
and destination. Thus, these two ends can communicate with
each other using the route path j u s set up.
Routing maintenance is performed through two ways. One is
that a node may positively offer connectivity information by
broadcasting hello messages locally so that its neighbors can
determine the connectivity by listening for the hello packets.
The other way is that a node can maintain local connectivity
to its next hops using some link or network layer mechanisms,
such as the detection mechanism of IEEE802.11 MAC (Media Access Control) protocol.
Our secure routing protocol is based on AODV and is called
TAODV (Trusted AODV), which concerns trust information
when performing routing discovery and routing maintenance.

3. OVERVIEW OF THE TRUSTEDAODV
(TAODV)
Network Model and Assumptions
In this work, we make some assumptions and establish the
network model of TAODV. We also argue why we focus our
security solution on routing protocol in the network layer.
Mobile nodes in MANETs often communicate with one another through an error-prone, bandwidth-limited, and insecure wireless channel. We do not concern the security problem introduced by the instability of physical layer or link
layer. We only assume that: (1) Each node in the network
has the ability to recover all of its neighbors; (2) Each node
in the network can broadcast some essential messages to its
neighbors with high reliability; (3) Each node in the network
possesses a unique ID, the physical networkinterface address
for example, that can be distinguished from others.
In the TAODV, we also assume that the system is equipped
with some monitor mechanisms or intrusion detection units
either in the network layer or the application layer so that
one node can observe the behaviors of its one-hop neigh-
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Once the trust relationship is established among most of the
nodes in this ad hoc network, these nodes can use our trusted
routing protocol which is based our trust model to perform
routing operations. Note that the trust relationships among
nodes are not symmetric. That is, if node A totally trust B ,
B may not have the same opinion about A’s trustworthiness.
Node A now will use the trust recommendation protocol to
exchange trust information about a node, B , from its ueighbors, then use the trust combination algorithm to combine all
the recommendation opinions together and calculate a new
option towards B . The sequent routingdiscovery and maintenance operations will follow the specifications of our trusted
routing protocol. Note that the situation that one node first
joins a MANET can be handled in the same way as at the
beginning of this whole network.

bars. These mechanisms have been proposed in some previous work, such as intrusion detection system in [261 and
watchdog technique in [27].
Another kind of secure routing protocol which uses cryptography technologies is recommended to take effect before
nodes in the TAODV establish trust relationships among one
another. [3] and [4] are the latest security schemes for securing MANET, which employ cryptography technologies. We
assume that the keys and certificates needed by these cryptographic technologies have been obtained through some key
management procedures before the node performs routing behaviors.

In the network layer, a new node model is designed as the
basis of our trust model. Some new fields are added into a
node’s routing table to store its opinion about other nodes’
trustworthiness and to record the positive and negative evidences when it performs routing with others. By embedding
our trust model into the routing layer of MANET, we can save
the consuming time without the trouble of maintaining the expire time, valid state, etc. which is important in the situation
of high node mobility and invalidity. Also because of this reason, it is hard to design secure solutions in the transport layer,
which is an end-to-end communication mechanism.

In this framework, the establishment of trust relationships
among nodes and the discovery of route paths are all performed in a self-organized way, which is achieved by the cooperation of different nodes to exchange information and to
obtain agreements without any third-party’s interventions.

4. TRUSTMODELFOR TAODV
Trust Representation

Framework of the Trusted AODV
There are mainly three modules in the whole TAODV system:
basic AODV routing protocol, trust model, and trusted AODV
routingprotocol. Based on our trust model, theTAODV routing protocol contains such procedures as trust recommendation, trust combination, trust judging. cryptographic routing behaviors, tNSted routing behaviors, and trust updating.
The structure and relationship among these components are
shown in Figure 1. The general procedure for establishing
trust relationships among nodes and for performing routing
discovery is described as follows.
Let us first imagine the beginning of an ad hoc network which
contains a few nodes. Each node’s opinion towards one another initially is (0,OJ). which means that the node does not
trust or dibtrust another node but it is only uncertain about another node’s trustworthiness. Suppose node A wants to discover a route path to fl. Because the uncertainty element
in A’s opinion towards others is lager than or equal to 0.5,
which means that A is not sure whether it should believe
or disbelieve any other nodes, A will use the cryptographic
schemes as proposed in SAODV [4]or some other schemes to
perform routing discovery operations. After some successful
or failed communications, A will change its opinions about
other nodes gradually using the trust updating algorithm. The
uncertainty elements in its opinions about other nodes will be
mostly less than 0.5 after a period of time. By means of this
procedure, each node in this MANET will form more certain
opinions towards other nodes eventually after this period of
initial time.

Our trust model is an extension of the original trust model in
subjective logic which is introduced in Section 2. In our trust
model, opinion is a 3-dimensional metric and is defined as
follows:
Definition 1 (Opinion). Let U; = ( b g , d i , U
);
denote any
node A s opinion about any node fl’s trustworthiness in a
MANEI: where rheprsr, second and third component correspond to belieJ disbelief and uncenainty, respectively. These
three elements satisjj:

In this definition, belief means the probability of a node B can
be trusted by a node A , and disbelief means the probability of
B cannot be trusted by A . Then uncertainty U$ fills the void
in the absence of both belief and disbelief, and sum of these
three elements is 1.

Mapping between the Evidence and Opinion Spaces
A node in MANET will collect and record all the positive and
negative evidences about other nodes’ trustworthiness, which
will be explained in detail in Section 5. With these evidences
we can obtain the opinion value by applying the following
mapping equation which is derived from [13].
Definition 2 (Mapping). Let U: = ( b i , d g , U;) be node A’s
opinion about node B’s trustworthiness in a MANEI: and let
p and n respectively be the posirive and negative evidences
collected by node A about node B s trusfworthiness, then w i
can be expressed as afuncrion o f p and n according to:
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Trust Combination
In our trust model, a node will collect all its neighbors’ opinions about another node and combine them together using
combination operations. In this way, the node can make a
relatively objective judgment about another node’s trustworthiness even in case several nodes are lying. The followings
are two combination operations nodes may adopt: Discounting Combination and Consensus Combination.

Discounting Combination-Let’s consider such a situation:
Node A wants to h o w C’s trustworthiness, then node B
gives its opinion about C. Assuming A already has an opinion about B. Then A will combine the two opinions: A to
B , B to C to obtain a recommendation opinion A to C. Discounting combination is for this purpose.
Definition 3 (Discounting Combination). Let A, B and C be
three nodes where w$ = ( h g , d g , U$) is A‘S opinion about
B’s trustworthiness. and :
w = ( h g , d g , u s ) is B’s opinion
about C s trustworthiness. Let wg” = ( h a B , d g B , U$”) be
the opinion such that

Consensus Combination-Different nodes may have different, even contrary opinionsabout one node. To combine these
opinions together to get a relative objective evaluation about
that node’s trustworthiness, we may use Consensus combination.
Definition 4 (Consensus Combination).
Let w d =
( b g , d?, U:) and w g = ( b g , d g , ug) be opinions respectively held by nodes A and B about node C’s trustworthiness.
Letw$B = (h?”, dg.B, U$”) bethe opinionsuch that

where k=u$ + u s - Su$ug such that k # 0, Then w:..
is called the consensus between U $ and w z , representing an
imaginary node [ A ,B]s opinion about C’s trustworthiness,
as ifit represented both,A and E. By using the symbol ’8’
to
designate this operator; we dejine w;’” E w $ @ w g .
The consensus combination can reduce the uncertainty of
one’s opinion.

5 . ROUTINGOPERATIONS
IN TAODV
h$”

= hibg
= hgdg

udB

= dg+ui+h$ug

(3)

U,”
is called the discounting of w z by w$ which expresses
A’s opinion about C a s a result of B’s advice to A. By using
the symbol ’@’ to designate this operator; we dejine w g B E

w;

@w g

The discounting combination can be used along a recommendation path.

Node Model
We add three new fields into each node’s original routing table: positive events, negative events and opinion. Positive
events are the successful communication times between two
nodes. Similarly negative events are the failed communication ones. Opinion means this node’s belief towards another
node’s trustwortbineSS as defined before. The value of opinion can be calculated according to Formula 2. These three
fields are the main factors when performing trusted routing.
One node’s routing table can be illustrated by Figure 2, where
some fields are omitted for highlighting the main parts.
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(4) If node E’s route entry has been deleted from node A’s
route table because of expiry, or there is no B’s route entry
from the beginning, the opinion w i will be set to (O,O,l).

Trust Judging Rules
Before describing the process of trusted routing discovery and
maintenance in detail, we predefine some trust judging rules
here and in Table 1.

Trust Recommendation

(1) In node A’s opinion towards node B’s trustworthiness, if
the first component belief of opinion wg is larger than 0.5, A
will trust B and continue to perform routing related to B.

(2) In node A’s opinion towards node E’s trustworthiness, if
the second component disbelief of opinion w i is larger than
0.5, A will not trust E and will refuse to performing muting
related to B. Accordingly the route entry for B in A’s routing
table will be disabled and deleted after an expire time.

(3) In node A’s opinion towards node E’s trustworthiness,
if the third component uncertuinty of opinion wg is larger
than 0.5, A will request E’s digital signature whenever A has
interaction (or relationship) with E .
(4) In node A’s opinion towards node B’s trustworthiness, if
the three components of opinion wg are all smaller than or
equal to 0.5, A will request E’s digital signature whenever A
bas interaction (or relationship) with B.

( 5 ) If node B has no route entry in node A’s routing table,
A’s opinion about B is initialized as (O,O,l).

Existing trust models seldom concern the exchange of trust
information. However, it is necessary to design an information exchange mechanism when appiying the trust models into network applications. In our trust recommendation
protocol, there are three types of messages: Trust Request
Message (TREQ), Trust Reply Message (TREF’), and Trust
Warning Message ( W A R N ) . Nodes who issue TREQ messages are called Requestor. Those who reply TREP messages
are called Recommender. The recommendation target nodes
are called Recommendee. Any node may be a Requestor, a
Recommender, or a Recommendee. These three types of messages share a common message structure, which is shown in
Figure 3.
When a node wants to know another node’s new trustwortbiness, it will issue an TREQ message to its neighbors. TREQ
message uses the above structure and leaves the fields of Recommender, Opinion and Expiry empty. The Type field is set
to 0. Nodes which receive the TREQ message will reply with
an TREP message with the Type field set to 1. When a node
believes that another node has become malicious or unreliable, it will broadcast a W A R N message with the Type set
to 2 to its neighbors.

Trust Updating Policies
Opinions among nodes change dynamically with the increase
of successful or failed communication times. When and how
to update trust opinions among nodes will follow some policies. We derive as follows:

(1) Each time a node A has performed a successful communication with another node B, including forwarding route requests or replies normally, generating route requests or route
replies normally, etc., B’s successful events in A’s routing
table will be increased by 1.
(2) Each time a node A has performed a failed communication with another node E , including forwarding route requests or replies abnormally, generating route requests or
route replies abnormally, authenticating itself incorrectly, and
so on, E’s failedevents in A’s routing table will be increased
by 1.
(3) Each time when the field of the successful or failed events
changes, the corresponding value of opinion will be recalculated using Equation 2 from the evidence space to the opinion
space.

Trusted Routing Discovery
We take AODV for example to illustrate how to perform
trusted routing discovery using the idea of our tmst model.

Scenario I: Beginning of A TAODV MANET-Let us consider
a simple MANET which only contains 3 nodes: A , E and C.
The topology of this minimal MANET is shown in Figure 4.
In this figure, node A has only one neighbor: B , node B has
two neighbors: A and C , and node C also has one neighbor:
B. Node A and C are not neighbors. At the beginning, there
is no entry in each node’s routing table, and as said in Section 5 , the initial value of each node’s opinion towards one
another is (0,O.l).
Now suppose node A wants to discover a route path to node
C. The processes of node A , B , and C are listed below.

I . A broadcasts an RREQ requesting route path to C, then
begins waiting for an RREP from its neighbor B.
2. B receives the RREQ from A , it then:
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Table 1. Criteria for Judging Trustworthiness
belief

I disbelief [
I

> 0.5
5 0.5

> 0.5
5 0.5

Type Requestor

uncertainty7 Actions
11 Reouest and verifv dieital signature
Distrust a node for an expire time
Trust a node and continue routing
5 0.5
Request and verify digital signature

-

I > 0.5

Recommender

Recommendee

Opinion

Class

Expiry

1 -- TREP

Figure 3. Message Structure of Trust Recommendation Protocol

w .=(0.0.1)

Figure 4. Initialization for TAODV

( I ) Checks a route to C and opinion wf: and w g . Because
it is the very beginning of this MANET, there should be no
route forC and w,” = w c = (0,0, 1).
(2) Authenticates A because uf: > 0.5. B requests A’s certificate and verifies it. If il passes, the successful events is
increased by 1, and the new opinion wf: = (0.33,0,0.67).
B will then authenticate C following the previous steps. If
A can not pass, the failed events is increased by 1, then the
new opinion is wf: = (0,033 ,0.67). B will not forward the
RREQ.

(3) If C has also been authorized, E’s route table will be updated and B will rebroadcast the RREQ. If C can not pass
the authentication, B will not forward this RREQ. The opinion w g will be re-calculated accordingly.
3. C receives the re-broadcasted RREQ from B. It will also
check opinion w g and E’s authenticity. If B passes, C will
generate an RREP back to B and update its route table. If
not, C will drop the RREQ and update us“.
Scenario 11: A TAODV MANET afrer a period of running
time-In this case, a stable MANET has mn for a period of
time and the trust relationships have been established among

almost all the nodes. Consequently, we can give a general
description of trusted routing discovery process as follows.

In the beginning of a MANET, because almost all the nodes
are uncertain about other nodes’ trustworthiness and autbenticity, they have to authenticate with each other when performing routing behaviors. With the opinions being updated
from time to time, the third component uncertainty of opinion will be decreased and the trust relationships among nodes
are formed. Nodes will thus employ the combination of different opinions to authenticate one another. The combination
method is derived from the subjective logic introduced in Section 2.
We describe the trust authentication algorithm and formulate
the general procedure when performing trusted routing discovery in the following, which can be illustrated in Figure 5.
In Figure 5, the route path from the source node S to the
target node T is totally uncovered. Node N 2 is the most important intermediate node during the establishment of a route
path from S to T. The behaviors of N 2 , then, is described
in Algorithm 1 for trusted routing discovery and Algorithm2
for its authentication function.
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RREQ
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RREP

I

Figure 5. An Example for Trusted Routing Discovery
Trusted Routing Maintenance

Algorithm 1 General Procedure of Node N 2 in Performing
Trusted Routing Discovery
Receive an RREQ(S,T) from N1

The procedure of trusted routing maintenance is very similar
to that of trusted routing discovery. Nodes will also use trust
information to judge other nodes’ trustworthiness. We omit
the detailed algorithms here.

ifAuthenticate(N2, N1) =true then
if Authenticate(N2, S ) = true then
if Authenticate(N2,T)=true then
Update opinion w
,f;
U?’,w p
Update route table of N 2
Re-broadcast RREQ
end if
end if
end if

6. ANALYSIS
By introducing the idea ofthe trust model into our design, we
are able to establish a more flexible and less overhead secure
routing protocol for MANETs.

if Every authentication fails then
Update opinion
Do not forward RREQ
end if

Algorithm 2 Authenticate Function of Node N 2 to Node N1
Exchange
about N 1with all the neighbors
of N 2
- opinions
.
using the trust recommendation protocol (Section 5 )
Combine these opinions together using trust combination
algorithms (Section 2)
/*Judge the next step using the criteria in Table 1*/
if uncertainty> 0.5 then
Request and verify Nl’s certificate
elseif disbelief> 0.5 then
Distrust N1 for an expiry time
else if belief> 0.5 then
Trust N 1and re-broadcast RREQ/RREP
else
/*Do not have much confidence about Nl’s trustworthiness.*/
Request and verify Nl’s certificate, by default
end if

From performance point of view, our trusted muting protocol
introduces less computation overheads than other security solutions for MANETs. This design does not need to perform
cryptographiccomputationsin every packet, which will cause
huge time and performance consumption. After the trust relationships is established, the subsequent routing operations
can be performed securely according to trust information instead of certificates all the time. Therefore, the TAODV routing protocol improves the performance of security solutions.
Unlike some previous security schemes [3] [4], whose basis
of routing operations is “blind un-trust”, TAODV do not decrease the efficiency of routing discovery and maintenance.
From security point of view, our design will detect nodes’
misbehavior finally and reduce the h m s to the minimum extent. When a good node is compromised and becomes a had
one, its misbehavior will be detected by its neighbors. Then
with the help of trust update algorithm, the opinions from the
other nodes to this node will be updated shortly. Thus this
node will he denied access to the network. Similarly, a previous had node can become a good one if the attacker leaves
or the underlying links are recovered. In this situation, our
design allows this node’s opinion from other nodes’ points of
view to be updated from ( 0 , 1 , 0 ) to ( O , O , 1)after a period of
expiry time.
From flexibility point of view, our security scheme gives each
node flexibility to define its own opinion threshold. The default opinion threshold is 0.5, which can be increased by a
node to maintain a hight security level and also can be decreased to meet demands of some applications.
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[IO] J.-P. Huhaux, L. Buttyan, and S . Capkun, “The quest
for security in mobile ad hoc networks,” in Pmceedings
of ACM Symposium on Mobile Ad Hoc Networking and
Compuringi (MobiHoc ’01). 2001.
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for
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in Pmceedings
of
ACM
Workshop on
Wireless Security
(Wise ’OZ), Atlanta, USA, September 2002,
http://citeseer.nj.nec.com/capkun02selforganized.html.
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